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With beautiful illustrations and step-by-step instructions this how-to book includes all the
techniques involved in crafting metal jewelry including -Cutting and filing -Cold connections -
Soldering -Texturing -Forging and forming -Setting stones -Applying specialty finishes The
books clear organization provides easy access to information with straightforward directions and
hundreds of full-color photos Youll also find easy projects for trying the techniques as well as a
stunning gallery of metal jewelry pieces by experienced designers Find beautiful jewelry
examples and gain skills and inspiration with The Complete Photo Guide to Making Metal
Jewelry

From Booklist*Starred Review* If any crafter has reservations about learning to make metal
jewelry, first-time author-artist Sartin knocks those reservations out of the water. In a very savvy
approach to the subject, which can, to be honest, involve no little expense and space, he takes
the reader through the basic techniques using close-up photographs, textual directions, lists of
materials and tools, and lots of safety reminders. Even though such processes as sawing,
drilling, and piercing seem simple, all are carefully explained, and all include details about
working safely. There are new vocabularies to learn, such as sweat soldering, roller embossing,
and dapping. His 10 projects—for instance, stretched diamond earrings, a yin-yang pendant,
and a forged spiral pin—are designed elegantly and simply, with more than enough instructions
and pictures to yield success. An inspirational gallery (nine artist profiles and samples of their
work) plus fairly robust appendixes make this a true novice’s go-to (converting measurements;
metal hardness chart of common gemstones; ring-size conversion chart; drill-bit conversion
chart; B + S sheet and wire gauge conversion chart; jeweler’s saw blade and drill bit reference
chart; common needle file shapes and uses; and bur types and their uses). --Barbara
JacobsReview"If any crafter has reservations about learning to make metal jewelry, first-time
author-artist Sartin knocks those reservations out of the water. In a very savvy approach to the
subject, which can, to be honest, involve no little expense and space, he takes the reader
through the basic techniques using close-up photographs, textual directions, lists of materials
and tools, and lots of safety reminders. Even though such processes as sawing, drilling,
piercing, and filling seem simple, all are carefully explained, and all include details about working
safely. There are new vocabularies to learn, such as 'sweat soldering,' 'roller embossing,' and
'dapping.' His 10 projects—for instance, stretched diamond earrings, a yin-yang pendant, and a
forged spiral pin—are designed elegantly and simply, with more than enough instructions and
pictures to yield success. An inspirational gallery (nine artist profiles and samples of their work )
plus fairly robust appendixes make this a true novice’s go-to (converting measurements; metal
hardness chart of common gemstones; ring-size conversion chart; drill-bit conversion chart; B +



S sheet and wire gauge conversion chart; jeweler’s saw blade and drill bit reference chart;
common needle file shapes and uses; and bur types and their uses)." — BooklistAbout the
AuthorJohn Sartin designs stunning, unique handmade jewelry in gold, silver, copper, brass,
and precious and semi-precious gemstones. His jewelry has appeared on the cover and in the
pages of Lapidary Journal, and he has also been published in Art Jewelry magazine and other
Lark publications. He has won numerous awards for his designs. He lives in Albuquerque, NM.
Visit him online at Read more
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Gemstone Settings: The Jewelry Maker's Guide to Styles & Techniques Simple Soldering: A
Beginner's Guide to Jewelry Making Metalsmithing Made Easy: A Practical Guide to Cold
Connections, Simple Soldering, Stone Setting, and More! Patina: 300+ Coloration Effects for
Jewelers & Metalsmiths The Art of Soldering for Jewelry Makers: Techniques and Projects



John Fore, “This book is just amazing!!!. I really like that this book shows you how to do
everything. Not just text but pictures. So it leaves you little to no confusion. This book is also a
good guide just to be able to reference it. It’s a great book and I think every beginner should have
it.”

vmtz, “Making Metal Jweelry. I've been looking for a good instructional manual on how to make
jewelry but they seem to be either too simple or way too technical, this book for me has filled that
void. Simply put the instructions are clear and straight to the point. Each step is outlined and
easy to follow. The book is divided in a logical progression from basic skills and ending with
much more complex projects. Looking at the progression from simple skills to more complex
skills, does not make the learning process intimidating, but fun and a great set of skills to obtain.
This is not to mention that one will have some really great jewelry as well at the completion of the
projects. The photos are a great help in showing each step of the process/project. And they
highlight the subtle nuances to each technique. Another aspect that I really like about the book is
that each project has a list of the tools and materials one will need to complete the project. The
author eludes to a the fact that there are a lot more techniques that are not presented in this
book I hope he is working on an advanced edition!I would recommend this book for anyone that
wants to learn how to do something more than string beads or glue gems into pre-made
settings.”

Terese Trent-Crampton (T-Bone), “Worth it!. Clear, easy to read instructions with good
photographs of the steps involved. Remember to take your time and you'll get the hang of it.
Worth the $$!”

Jonathan Netherton, “Perfect reference book for whitesmiths who learn visually. It's a staple for a
reason.. I used to learn well from walls of text, but I've changed over the years, and this highly
visual book is tailored exactly to my new learning style. It has all the fundamentals and tools
required for those who work with nonferrous metals artistically. With this one book, one can go
from never having touched decorative metal to making bejeweled brass rings and silver
necklaces.It's definitely in a classroom textbook format, almost to a fault, being more something
a teacher would use in an art class than the reference book so many refer to it as - hence the
name "photo guide" and not reference. This is only a minor detraction, as the back half is very
useful as continual reference once the front half is mastered. The only thing better than this book
would be an apprenticeship under an actual whitesmith.”

Allan Schrattenholz, “For the visual Orientated smith.. There is just a huge amount of large, clear
and precise photos of any basic proces you can think of in making jewelry. This book is a must
for any person beginning to make jewelry. in addition to a clear explanation you also get a superb



recipe with all information necessary to begin your job. With safety instructions stressed and
precise. You also get a lot of photos of beatiful jewelry so you can begin with this book and add
all tools and material listed. Then it is up to you to name your shop.”

LD-R, “Bible for beginning metal jewelry artists. I'm new to metal working and am enjoying this
book. It is profusely illustrated with photos and very well written. I recommend it very
enthusiastically to other neophytes; the author's explanations are clear and concise. It will be an
excellent reference to keep at my bench for quick refreshing.”

Jack Simons, “Not just pictures, step by step instructions too!. Excellent Value in an instruction
manual. This book outlines in top quality pictures, and text many of the steps needed to make
Quality Jewelry. It tells you what tools and materials you need for each operation. EASY TO
FOLLOW!”

Khogiesan, “Great book. Still trying to find the time to actually put any of this book's info into
practice, but am looking forward to utilizing it a lot!”

House Sparrow, “Very clear and informative book. Great book, lots of different techniques for
forming, texturing, rolling and shaping metals. Some stone setting, practical ways to take
measurements for rings, make pin fastenings, etc. Conversion and reference charts in the
appendix. Different projects with good information on tools, safety precautions and metals. Very
different to most jewellery making books I've come across. The Inspiration Gallery, of jewellery
made by other American art jewellers, is just that - inspiring.”

Ms. K., “Good book!. I already had this as an e book, I just wanted a hard copy! I find this book
has clear guidance and step by step instructions for applying techniques to jewellery making. I'd
recommend this for starters and refreshers!”

David Monks, “Superb Book. Blow by blow pictorial description of how to complete specific
projects. Full details of what is required and how to use tools and techniques, builds confidence
as you progress. Great beginners book and the more experienced will benefit from some of its
techniques.”

Les W., “The Complete Photo Guide to Making Metal Jewelry. I like this Book alot, the author,
John Sartin, has put together a very informative book with excellent photography to help
demonstrate how to go about creating beautiful metal jewelry, Very easy to follow, Excellent
book.”

sinead Toner, “Great book for me to get started. I loved this book . Great information and step by
step guide photos .  I can not wait to started the projects .”



The book by John Sartin has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 191 people have provided feedback.
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